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 This project will provide supplies for the electricity portion of my College-Prep Physics 
course at --- High School. Electricity is a difficult subject for most students to understand, and 
the CASTLE project kits provide excellent, hands-on activities that address students’ common 
misconceptions. I will receive training on their use at a 3-week modeling workshop at ---- in the 
summer. 
 

The CASTLE Project--Electricity Visualized 
 
Introduction 
 The Capacitor-Aided System for Teaching and Learning Electricity (CASTLE) Project is 
a high-school electricity curriculum that was developed in 1993 by a team of high school and 
college physics teachers with National Science Foundation support. It was motivated by research 
on students’ conceptual difficulties with electricity and is designed to address those difficulties.  
 The CASTLE Equipment Kit contains the materials that students need to investigate 
circuits of light bulbs and capacitors in a series of hands-on explorations that span eleven units. 
The explorations enable students to 

• investigate the mechanism of current propulsion, 
• confront their misconceptions of electric circuits, 
• construct qualitative models for circuit concepts, 
• invent an intuitive conception of electric potential, and 
• revise their models for transfer to electrostatics. 

 In this project, I propose to purchase enough CASTLE Kits and auxiliary generators to 
completely equip all of the laboratory groups in my College-Prep Physics classes.  
 
Rationale 
 In the CASTLE program, students are asked to build conceptual models of what they 
think is happening in various electric circuits. They test these models and discard those that don’t 
match their observations, finally arriving at a cohesive model for the behavior of electric circuits. 
Such model building has been shown by educational research to be a central component of 
effective learning.1 Both the Arizona Science Standards and the Next Generation Science 
Standards2  emphasize models and modeling. 
 This June I will participate in a modeling workshop at ---- in which we refine and learn to 
use an open-ended curriculum to accompany the CASTLE kits. The Modeling Workshop 
Project, begun in 1990 with grants by the National Science Foundation, is a nation-wide 
initiative that trains physics teachers to organize their courses around a small number of 
scientific models. This makes the course coherent. Since modeling is the central activity in 
science, the physics classroom becomes more like the scientific workplace. In the Modeling 
Method, teams of students design an experiment and use the appropriate tools to gather and 
analyze the data. Based on their analysis, they build conceptual, graphical, and mathematical 
models of the physical phenomenon they are investigating. Extensive research has demonstrated 
the effectiveness of model building in mechanics.3 The Modeling Workshop Project is extending 
this research to other physics topics. 
  I expect to use the CASTLE curriculum every year with approximately -- students in the 
----  sections of my College-Prep Physics course. In addition, we may be able to utilize parts of 
the CASTLE kit and curriculum in our Conceptual Physics course, which currently has an 
enrollment of about --  students. 
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Evaluation 
 The CASTLE kits and curriculum will comprise the electricity portion of my College-
Prep Physics course. This curriculum has already been tested at various sites around the country, 
so I will be able to take advantage of that testing.4  
 In each unit of the CASTLE curriculum, I will assess the effectiveness of the explorations 
by asking questions that probe students’ understanding. The curriculum that I will learn this 
summer includes assessment materials such as worksheets, quizzes and tests. In addition, I will 
use a research-based assessment of electricity concepts (D. Brown's Diagnostic) from the 
original CASTLE NSF grant. 
 
Budget 
 I request $--00 for this project. This amount is beyond the capital-expenditure funding 
that is available in the Science Department at --  High School this fiscal year. The CASTLE kits 
consist mostly of non-consumable items that I can use every year. The only consumable items 
are light bulbs and batteries; I will assume the replacement costs for these. Details of the budget 
are listed here. 
 

 I will supplement the grant funding with approximately $___ from my maintenance-and-
operations budget to purchase two additional mini-generators, four more capacitors, and batteries 
needed to fully implement the CASTLE curriculum. 
 
Applicant’s Background 
 I am in my   --th year of teaching at --- High School in the --- School District. I have 
taught at least one class of physics for --  of those years. I have been involved in the Modeling 
Physics Program at Arizona State University since 199-, and have used the modeling approach in 
all my classes. I have also been involved in the creation of several new classes at  --- , including -
--- . 
 My educational background includes a B.S. degree in ---, , and a --- ,  all from --- . (State 
any relevant leadership and/or awards.) 
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Unit Cost Total Cost 

CASTLE Kits  2   
Mini Generator 2   
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Total    
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